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Including collaborations with established names such as The Connor Brothers,

Patrick Hughes and Nancy Fouts, we work closely with our artists to produce

unique, affordable and investable artworks.
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Delphine Lebourgeois

France

Lebourgeois loves books, and fills her intricate prints with chapters-worth of familiar
symbols and imagery so that each tells a compelling story. Starting each piece with
a digital collage, she often returns to the theme of feminism with her women
armies, delicately portrayed in watercolour and digital print using a style honed at
Central St. Martins.

Did you know?
Playstation and Xbox lovers can spot Lebourgeois’ works adorning the
skyscrapers of Palm City in the video game Need For Speed Heat.



Delphine Lebourgeois
Good Morning Trouble
£500

2022
Digital archival print on Hahnemuhle Photo Rag 308 gsm paper with one
pearlescent screen print layer
Edition of 20, each hand-finished with gold ink
Signed and numbered by the artist
50cm x 60cm
Hang-Up Edition
Proceeds from the sales of the limited edition will support The Maya Centre.



Nancy Fouts

USA

The universally loved Fouts (1945-2019) possessed an imagination crammed with
surrealist imagery – from a perfect set of teeth in a clasp-purse mouth to a record
player with a kingfisher for a stylus. An education from the Chelsea College of Art
and the Royal Academy, followed by a stint as an advertising model maker,
ensured that her playful ideas were perfectly rendered, so that it's impossible to
know where reality ends and fantasy begins. Hang-Up celebrated Fouts’s work in
the recent retrospective, Fags, Birds and A Couple Of Guns.

Did you know?
At the beginning of her career, Fouts painted store fronts for the Carnaby
Street of the Swinging Sixties.

Auction Record

$11,250
, '',



Nancy Fouts
Mouse in Lightbulb
£450

2021
Giclée print on paper
Edition of 35
Numbered and stamped
60cm x 75cm
Exclusive Hang-Up edition



Patrick Hughes

UK

Despite being largely self-taught, Patrick Hughes devised a unique and intricate
style of painting known as ‘reverspective’ which has been widely admired (and
sometimes copied). Hughes’s signature 3D paintings of galleries, streets and
landscapes are designed so that viewers can interact with them to create incredible
optical illusions of movement. He made his first work in this way in 1964, but then
abandoned the process until 1990, instead making art works including a famous
series of rainbows, in which the bands of light hung from washing lines, seeped
through prison-esque windows or sat on plates like slices of melon.

Did you know?
Subjects for Hughes’s reverspectives include giant, coffee-tables books,
Banksy-adorned brick walls, and landscapes of Venetian palaces.



Patrick Hughes
Peggy
£600

2021
Archival pigment print on paper
Edition of 50
Signed and numbered by the artist
50cm x 60cm
Hang-Up Edition, exclusively co-published with the artist



Mark Powell

UK

With the humble Bic Biro as his tool of choice, London-based Powell creates
intricate portraits on antique documents. His favoured subjects are elderly, a
natural fit for the paper he uses and his detailed style: post marks and typography
merge with pen strokes to create a captivating whole. In contrast, Powell's
paintings (on cardboard and other found materials) exhibit street art and
advertising influences while maintaining extraordinary detail.

Did you know?
Powell inadvertently enrolled in art school when he wandered into
Huddersfield University after getting fired from a job and sparked up a
conversation with the head of the art department.



Mark Powell
To the Soul
£150

2018
Screen print on paper
Signed and numbered by the artist
21 x 30 cm
Edition of 50
Exclusive Hang-Up Edition



Mark Powell
Top of the World
£250

2016
Giclée print on paper
Signed and numbered by the artist
67 x 65 cm
Edition of 35
Exclusive Hang-Up Edition

Mark Powell
Around the World
£400

2016
Screen print on unique world map with biro drawing
Signed and numbered by the artist
60 x 55 cm
Unique within an edition of 13
Exclusive Hang-Up Edition



Tim Fishlock

UK

London based artist Tim Fishlock creates bright typographic paintings inspired by
our love/hate relationship with social media and uneasy alliance with modern
technology. A graduate from Goldsmiths, he began his career making commercial
art installations, moving on to high-profile projects including limited-edition print
portfolio releases and a book made with Hollywood screenwriter Josh Weinstein.
His current work sits well with his other pieces: intricate collages of repeating
motifs and satisfyingly tactile sculptures of metallic ice creams.

Did you know?
Grayson Perry selected two of Fishlock’s works for the 250th RA Summer
Exhibition.



Tim Fishlock
ME 017
£300

2017
Screenprint with gloss on paper
Signed and numbered by the artist
60 x 60 cm
Edition of 35
10% of the profits from sales of ME artworks will be donated to Médecins Sans
Frontières
Exclusive Hang-Up Edition



Tim Fishlock
WE JUST CLICK - Print
£450

2019
Giclée print on paper
Signed and numbered by the artist
60 x 60 cm
Edition of 15
Exclusive Hang-Up Edition

Tim Fishlock
BLOODY ROBOTS - Print
£450

2019
Giclée print on paper
Signed and numbered by the artist
60 x 60 cm
Edition of 15
Exclusive Hang-Up Edition



Tim Fishlock
99 Problems - Intergalactic Sapphire

 Sold

2018
Chrome-plated bronze, tinted lacquer in a Richlite box
Signed by the artist and with COA
14 x 8 cm
Unique
Exclusive Hang-Up Edition

Tim Fishlock
99 Problems - Crème de Platine

 Sold

2018
Chrome-plated bronze, tinted lacquer in a Richlite box
Signed by the artist with COA
14 x 8 cm
Unique
Exclusive Hang-Up Edition



The Connor Brothers

UK

Launching their career with an impressive fictional back story involving an escape
by twin brothers from a particularly luddite American cult, the Connor Brothers
(really former art dealers Mike Snelle and James Golding) produce highly-
collectable paintings and prints which take a light-hearted approach to being more
emotionally open. By refashioning Penguin book covers and cheap 1950s
paperbacks with new, conversation-distilling slogans, they have garnered a loyal
and growing following, and earned a place in worldwide collections including
London’s V&amp;A.

Did you know?
In 2015, the artists teamed up with Pussy Riot to build tents in the Calais
Jungle refugee camp.

Auction Record

£44,100
Sotheby's London, 'The Bestest and Most Expensivist Painting in The
History of Art', 2021



The Connor Brothers
The Truth Is Like Poetry

 Sold

2018
Giclee print on paper
Signed and numbered by the artists
70 x 50 cm
Edition of 35
Sold framed

The Connor Brothers
Normal Is the Cruelest of Insults

 Sold

2018
Giclée print on paper
Signed and numbered by the artists
70 x 50 cm (paper size)
Exclusive Hang-Up Edition



The Connor Brothers
Pride In Prejudice

 Sold

2020
Giclée with screen print on paper
Edition of 35
Signed and numbered by the artists
50cm x 75cm
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